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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with two apparently distant and well-known technologies: the agile development methodology and the affective design discipline. The aim of the paper consists of investigating how to combine the two technologies in order to obtain a new software development model: the affective agile design. The innovative software development model, indeed, leverages agile - Scrum Framework guidelines and recalls affective design practices that consist of collecting and analyzing emotional feedback during the running process. The proposed model, furthermore, address firmly people-oriented principles, that have opened up a new front in regards of the needs of the productive path, calling in a loud voice the initiation of affective design practices. The main pillars of the proposed affective agile design model are the following: defining the points of the process where iteration with individuals is strong, intercepting their emotional expressions, analyzing their useful contributions and proceeding with systematic affective analysis leading to an optimized process of change management.

In order to measure the validity of the proposed model, a real instance of a software developed by using the basic agile methodology at Fastweb Spa has been studied. The results have demonstrated that the benefits obtained by the use of the proposed innovative software development model overcome the main pain-points identified in the use case.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Agile development methodology and Affective Design discipline are decidedly people-oriented development fields that have brought the human figure to the fore, highlighting the importance of the individual, of his emotions, of his emotional states, of his interactions with other human beings and with the surrounding environment: an emotional wave that cannot be ignored, but ridden instead, taking full advantage of its benefits.

The idea behind this article is finding common points between these two worlds, Agile and Affective Design, defining a new software development model able to take advantages of the path indicated by the former and by the correct direction traced by the latter.

This innovative proposed development model, called affective agile design, is based on the agile principles of Scrum Framework: following the steps designed by the process it activates affective design actions within its life cycle with the goal of intercepting and managing the emotional contributions expressed by all individuals involved in the process.

In the affective agile design model, three points called Affective Points are identified within the Agile development process to activate Affective Design practices: the result of the Affective Design application leads to the activation of improving actions that have a direct impact on the ongoing Agile development process.

In order to measure the benefits of the proposed innovative development model, a test to a real Agile Software Development Case, created at
Fastweb spa, has been performed, as described in the following sections.

2. AGILE METHODOLOGY

In February 2001 at a ski resort in the State of Utah, 17 independently-minded software practitioners from the world of information technology met to discuss the future of software development in a stimulating and relaxing environment. Thus, Agile Manifesto was born, with its values and its principles [1] decidedly people-oriented, which exalt the human figure with his interactions within and outside the development Team:

- Customer Collaboration over Contract Negotiation;
- Individuals and their interactions rather than processes and tools.
- Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support their needs, and trust them to get the job done.

The development Team is seen as a single coordinated entity and formed by people who must work together pushing step by step in the same direction to reach the shared goal, the creation of the project.

Agile methodology leaves behind totally predictive reality with rigid planning of each development phase, downstream of a complete definition of all specifications and it puts itself forward as an adaptive model with values and principles capable of following requirements evolution, focused on the ability to quickly adapt to change in the surrounding reality.

The Agile methodology is a breaking point with past tradition (see fig. 1), strong in the concepts of Creating Value [2] that it is translated in the iterative and incremental development by delivering working software in a short time with all the features chosen directly by the customer and of Change Management [3] that it is no longer seen as an obstacle but as an opportunity to build and sharpen the project for real business expectations, creating preconditions for a more compatible solution.

Software is developed by human beings and must work for humans. The human figure is central throughout the development process. Through the study of historical evolution of software engineering methodologies, it has been highlighted how the valorization of human factors in the development process is directly proportional to the effectiveness of the methodology in the real world [4].

People orientation in Agile Methodology also results in a radical change in the traditional requirement engineering process by evolving the definition of the requirement itself that becomes a dialogue tool between the Customer and Development Team.

Language used, by technicians and little understood by the customer and users of the product, becomes natural, clear to all the participants: the traditional requirement thus becomes the User Story (US), the story told by the User, as shown in figure 2. The structure of the User Story is simple and does not contain all the details useful to the implementation of the required functionality but it serves rather to initiate a continuous and collaborative dialogue between the Development Team and business:

- As I [rule];
- I Want [something];
- So that [benefit].

Agile Methodology does not impose any rules for drafting User Stories, but it suggests guidelines (I.N.V.E.S.T) to be effective and coherent with the new development process:

- **Independent**: independent of each other so that they can be developed in any order;
- **Negotiable**: do not contain too much detail, a right agreement between customer, developer and tester;
- **Valuable**: create value for its end user;
• **Estimable**: always be estimable;
• **Small**: be small enough to fit into a Sprint;
• **Testable**: ensuring what is developing is verifiable and testable.

Furthermore, the Agile methodology can be considered as a collection of all development techniques that revolutionize traditional methods and share values and principles of Agile Manifesto.

In this sense, Scrum Framework is considered one of the main and most widely used Agile methodologies, which predicts, in compliance with an iterative and incremental approach, that the entire Project Stream will be divided into fast-working Blocks, called Sprint [5].

At the end of every Sprint, an incremental software version which is fully working, is delivered to the customers, until the final release composed by all the required features.

In figure 3, the development process, that will perform part of the innovative model, has been highlighted:

- **Sprint planning** – the Team is committed to developing User Stories belonging to the Sprint Backlog;
- **Sprint review** – presentation of incremental software Sprint release;
- **Stand up meeting** - moment of sharing for internal Team members ("What I did yesterday, what do I do today, what obstacles I found");
- **Retrospective** - sharing knowledge of introspection and adaptation.

Many are the scenarios in which the Agile approach could support and ease also the development of complex software, as for example, software for distributed simulation modeling [26-31], that are inherently complex systems. The collaboration between the agile and the affective design, may envisage a new generation of designing this software.

3. **TOWARDS AFFECTIVE DESIGN**

In September 1997 Rosalind W. Picard, an eclectic electric and computer engineer published a book entitled "Affective Computing" [6]. The book is a watershed in the world of Artificial Intelligence research, tense until then in trying to create intelligent machines capable of imitating human behavior by omitting the emotional sphere at the expense of a rational approach.

Many attempts are been provided to realize artificial intelligent technologies [13][14], and these technologies should been applied in very different field, such as legal domain [15][16], earth observation [17], Cultural Heritage [18], Medicine [19][20][21], IoT [22] and Internet of Vehicles [23][24][25].

Artificial Intelligence was focused on the most rational aspect, ignoring or entrusting a marginal role to emotions in developing artificial responses to "thinking machines." Richard Cytowic's neurological essay "The Man Who Tried the Shapes" doubts that the perception process is so rational and direct as it imagined in those years; furthermore, the themes of neuroscience about subjects suffering from "frontal syndrome", incapable of experiencing emotions in performing daily actions, clearly indicate how reasoning and emotion are actually two inseparable worlds.

Affective computing takes into account how emotions play a key role in decision-making in all learning-related activities and affect very rational mechanisms such as cognition, perception, and
communication. Therefore, Affective computing aims to create intelligent machines capable of recognizing and exhilarating emotions, able of interacting with users and the surrounding environment by analyzing and interpreting emotional inputs instead of ignoring them.

"We do not have to wonder if intelligent machines can have emotions, but if those machines can be intelligent without them" [7].

Affective Computing thus becomes an interdisciplinary field of research across computer sciences, psychology, neurology and cognitive sciences in an ongoing attempt to assign computers human capabilities, from interpretation to observation, to generation of influencing abilities, with the goal of increasing the quality of human-computer communication. Study of emotional input analysis [8] leads to the ability to represent emotions through two parameters traced in the Emotional Cartesian Space (ECS):

- Valence - represents the level of pleasantness and can range from Negative to Positive;
- Arousal - represents the level of excitation and can range from On to Off.

Starting from emotions, affective inputs, the ECS is used to trace emotions and to find their relative-moods: excited, tense, annoyed, happy, serene, sad, calm, strained, relaxed.

Affective Computing research studies lead to the definition of a more specific field called Affective Design, which has as its main scope the user-interface design that allows man-computer interactions where the machine could process emotional information and respond to the surrounding environment [9].

The user is able to communicate his emotions and moods in a natural way; the machine is able to transpose, process and manage information received through the interface and replicate with activities aimed at improving the interaction that has just occurred [10].

Unimodal or multimodal [11] affective inputs can be of a different nature:
- visual - through facial expressions;
- audio - through spontaneous and natural dialogues, voice recordings;
- textual - through written contributions.

In this contest, it is possible to image an Affective Network. Systems and objects that independently exchange information gathered to build a shared network of detection and response. Detect emotional data and share information across all involved systems to provide a unique response and anticipate user's needs at all levels of experience [12].

This is how Affective Design predominantly comes into the development process of a software product, detecting Users’ emotional responses during the design phase, addressing developments based on the detected emotional feedback and timely correcting features before being put into production.

We highlight three phases that will be useful for our model:

1. Monitoring phase - Actively intercepts emotions by scanning the surrounding environment or passively receiving a set of unimodal or multimodal inputs; chooses...
which signals to analyze and sends them to the analysis phase;

2. **Analysis phase** - Analyzes data recorded in the first monitoring phase, identifying emotions expressed by individuals involved, calculating their relative moods and their personality;

3. **Processing phase** - Works out a responsive response action suitable for the context.

![Fig. 6 – Research areas of Affective Computing](image)

### 4. AFFECTIVE AGILE DESIGN

As said above, the Agile methodology and the Affective Design discipline are firmly people-oriented research fields that have brought the human figure to the forefront, highlighting the importance of the individual, his emotions, his affective states, his interactions with other humans and the surrounding environment. Therefore, it is natural and necessary to find common points between the two worlds within an affective perimeter that emphasizes the figure of the individual, his emotions in proposing a new software development model that exploits the path indicated by the former (Agile) and finds the correct direction through the application of the latter (Affective Design).

Based on Agile principles of Scrum Framework a new software development model is defined, which activates within its life-cycle Affective Design actions where it is necessary to detect and analyze emotional feedback of all the actors involved and to initiate corrective action of the running process.

The Inspect & Adapt Agile concept is *resumed* and *extended* to become the guideline of this new model of Affective Agile Design.

Looking around, listening emotionally to the inputs from the surrounding environment, finding useful and necessary information on the development path, understanding what really works and what is creating an emotional impediment, taking on expectations and proposing concrete and direct action to change negative state.

Agile methodology needs humans, individuals, emotions. All the decisions taken during the life cycle of development process are the result of affective reasoning, a set of moods that lead to one road rather than another, driving the group towards the end goal, from the choice of priorities, to distribution of workloads, from acceptance of User Stories to the good result of their work.

The unbalanced approach to firmly people-oriented principles opens up new challenges within the productive path, calling in a loud voice the initiation of Affective Design practices: defining the points of the process in which iteration with individuals is strong, intercepting their emotional expressions, analyzing useful contributions and proceeding with systematic affective analysis that leads to a plan for processing and managing the change.

The new Affective Agile Design model tries to cover those new requirements, as seen in figure 7.

![Fig. 7 – Affective Agile Design](image)

Firstly, it has been necessary to define the so-called Affective Points as the points of contact between Agile and Affective Design domains: they are the points where Affective Design practices are launched within the life cycle of the Agile development process. Emotional inputs by individuals involved are traced, collected, analyzed, and elaborated, and the result of Affective Design’s application leads to the activation of improvement actions that have a direct impact on the ongoing development process.

In Affective Agile Design model, we have identified 3 affective points:

1. **Post-It Lot** - triggered during each Sprint Review - Processed results are discussed during Sprint Planning.
Through Post-It Lot, Affective Agile Design model is able to trace emotional information from every Sprint Review participant, to analyze these emotions, to test results of the analysis by comparing them with related KPI and possibly to trigger corrective action.

Post-it Lot name derives from “Parking Lot”, a definition used in Agile world to indicate a board over which questions from participants during a meeting are habitually written. All participants are asked to leave a post-it in each parking area for every User Story shown by the Team during the Sprint Review by answering the following questions:

- "Do you accept the User Story?"
- "Does the User Story meet your expectations?"

Post-It Lot board contributions are collected by the Scrum Master at the end of the Review and digitally scanned in order to start an analysis of Affective Design.

2. Affective Simulation triggered during each Sprint Review - Processed results are discussed during Sprint Planning.

Affective Agile Design model predicts that at the end of each Sprint periodic sessions of Business Simulation will be set up, where the new portion of software created and presented will be made available in a demo environment for End Users in order to test the key features. Affective Simulation consists of tracing the emotional information of Business Simulation’s participants, analyzing their emotions, testing results of the analysis by comparing them with the KPI to monitor and possibly triggering corrective actions for subsequent Sprint.

For each Sprint, User Stories with greater Business Value are selected and their developed features are presented through use cases in a demo environment where Users can experience it in a guided manner.

An interface developed to monitor User tests records their sessions by tracking specific parameters:
- Number of mouse clicks;
- Processing times;
- Number of reworking;

At the end of each use case, a free response question about the functionality just tested is offered to the User:

- "Did you like the test?"

User's textual comment is free and serves to record his emotions during work sessions to start an analysis of Affective Design.

3. Team Mood - triggered during Daily Meetings - Processed results are discussed during the Retrospective meeting.

It is important for the Team Leader to understand his colleagues’ affective state, as the developer's mood or its swing may have negative impacts on the process of running activities, producing significant slowdowns with heavy quality repercussions for the developed software.

Team Mood consists of tracing Team members’ emotional information during all steps of the development process, analyzing their emotions, testing results of the analysis by comparing them with related KPI and possibly triggering corrective actions.

Team members are asked to leave a post-it on Team Mood board with a face drawn smiling, neutral, or sad depending on the developer's mood, and a free text comment describing personal feelings about the meeting.

Team Sprint Productivity is also recorded:

\[
\text{Team Sprint Productivity} = \frac{\text{Effective quantity User Stories developed}}{\text{Expected quantity User Stories developed}} \times 100 \%
\]

![Fig. 8 – Affective Point phases](image)

Each Affective Point has three phases, as seen in figure 8:

1. Monitoring and collection phase - Emotions expressed by individuals involved in the development process are identified and traced; Affective Agile Design model presents a different and specific way of collecting affective information for each of the three
Affective Points. A dedicated board for Post-It Lot, a graphic interface for Affective Simulation, a specific board for Team Mood.

2. Analysis phase - Emotions collected during monitoring and collection phase are analyzed and remapped into emotional states that lead to a specific personality belonging to a unique entity, representing all the individuals involved. Analysis phase is homogeneous for each of the three Affective Points and it consists of computing the Affective Scheme, divided into 3 main Task:

- Emotions Calculation – Emotion (Valence, Arousal);
- Moods Calculation - excited, tense, strained, happy, serene, sad, calm, annoyed, relaxed;
- Personality Calculation: Promoter, Fence-Sitter, Demotivator, Detractor (see fig. 9).

3. Elaboration Phase - Improvement actions of the ongoing development process are addressed based on the personality identified in the analysis phase. This phase presents a specific and different processing mode of affective information for each of the three Affective Points.

5. USE CASE FASTWEB

In January 2016, the largest provider of broadband telecommunication services in Italy (Fastweb spa), initiates an internal process of digital transformation, starting with the definition of a corporate vision and mission that indicates a common goal and direction to be followed during the whole journey, dictating internal guidelines and highlighting the human factor.

Fastweb's transformation process emphasizes the most human aspect of the company, consolidating and sharing principles in which referring to every moment of the journey as a solid base for all the most technical aspects of the project.

The transformation covers all internal systems (Business Support Systems) and OSS (Operational Support Systems) and, in particular, a new Service Management system is implemented with the adoption of Agile methodology – Scrum Framework.

The project Stream starts with an Inception phase of 8 weeks, followed by an iterative cycle of 10 Sprints of 4 weeks each one; at the end of each Sprint an incremental Software Release is expected in a test environment.

Within the project flow, 3 software releases in the production environment are planned with the following subdivision (see fig. 10):

- Release 1 - at the end of Sprint 5;
- Release 2 - at the end of Sprint 8;
- Release 3 – at the end of Sprint 10;

After the development of every Sprint User Stories are presented during the Sprint Review to an audience of 60 people.

After each of the 3 releases in the production environment, 3 Business Simulation sessions are organized: the number of participants configured to access test systems in test environment is 50 users.

During Business Simulations, Users are able to test features that have been developed.

Fig. 9 – Personalities

Fig. 10 – Project Stream planning
The number of participants configured to access systems in the test environment is 50 users.

Starting from a 128 User Stories - Product Backlog, the Project Stream has followed a very regular trend in terms of the number of User Stories created (placed in Done) in each Sprint: after a first Sprint of setting, every Sprint has stabilized with regular production around the average of 12.8 User Stories, as illustrated in figure 11.

The main benefits identified was the following:

- Communication between groups - The simple language and structure used to write User Stories made easier to have a dialog between the two macro areas of the company, one more connected to Business (Users and Stakeholders) and one more technical (Information Technology and Development Team);

- Definition of requirements - A long-term project (5 years) such as Fastweb's Digital Transformation made it difficult to consolidate all requirements before starting to develop and to produce and release all the functionalities of a new system of Service Management in a single release; production of features in iterative and incremental cycles made it easier to plan the Development Roadmap and increased the stakeholders buy-in and business representatives' involvement who have seen the product growing Sprint after Sprint;

- Change management - The structure in development Sprints has been able to handle and promptly direct changes of functional requirements and business priorities.

  Example: It has been asked to bring forward the development of some features from Release 3 to Release 2 in order to handle a Public Ban;

- Team building - The Development Team worked closely with the entire Scrum Team and Stakeholders involved in the process, creating a strong relationship in the partnership that has led to sharing the same goals.

On the other hand, the main pain points identified was the following:

- Rework - Some User Stories during the Inception were not properly defined and lead to incorrect or incomplete development at the delivery stage: it is very difficult to intercept the error without having structured feedback and the Development Team was forced to perform reworking by reprocessing User Stories already developed (put in Done) and increasing effort into subsequent Sprints;

- Testing environment - Business Simulation sessions available to users were too limited in time and there was a lack of a system able to systematically track feedback from User Experience.

6. APPLICATION OF THE AGILE AFFECTIVE DESIGN MODEL

In this section, the application of the agile affective design model to the Fastweb Software Development Use Case will be described.

During the first phase, three Affective Points (see Fig. 12) have been identified.

The affective contact points where it has been possible activate the Affective Design practices, within the life cycle of each Agile Sprint, are the following:

- AP01 - Affective Point 01 (Post-IT Lot) during the Sprint Review;

- AP02 - Affective Point 02 (Affective Simulation) during Business Simulation session;

- AP03 - Affective Point 03 (Team Mood) during daily meetings.
Concerning the AP01 (Post-It Lot), we have tried to apply Affective Agile Design model to the first Sprint of the Project Stream. Analyzing more in details this Affective Point (Post-it Lot), it is possible to define the following three phases:

1. Collection and Monitoring phase;
2. Analysis phase;
3. Processing phase

**Collection and Monitoring phase**
The audience at the Sprint Review (about 60 people) would be invited by Scrum Master to leave a post-it contribution on the dedicated board for each User Story by answering the following questions:

- "Do you accept this User Story?"
- "Does the User Story Meet Your Expectations?"

At the end of the Sprint Review, the Scrum Master would be able to digitally record all the contributions posted on the Post-It Lot Board:

- 60 (people) x 8 (US) = 480 contributions;
- Contributions would then be launched at the Analysis phase.

**Analysis phase**
Emotions Calculation - Valence Level. We assume the Fastweb population present at the first Sprint Review has expressed the following judgements (see Table 1) about the User Story E128.2 - "Customer Identification";

![Fig. 12 – Affective Point mapping](image)

The value taken into consideration is a level of Valence of 76.67% - Unpleasant, to trace the emotion over the Emotional Cartesian Space.

In order to calculate the Emotional contributions – Arousal Level - we suppose that the result of the emotional contributions of Fastweb people present at the first Sprint Review is a level of excitement tending to “disabled” values.

Mood Calculation. The Arousal and Valence levels are calculated form the coordinates of the emotional points in the Emotional Cartesian Space. As shown in figure 13, we have a single emotional value (x) expressed about the evaluated User Story, where the Emotion value is expressed as a function of Valence and Arousal.

The Emotion (x) calculated and traced in the ECS, would result within an area that represents a specific mood, in our case the mood of "Sad", as illustrated in fig. 13.

![Fig. 13 – Mood computing](image)

At this point is possible perform the Personality Calculation. Indeed, the mood found in the preceding phases leads to associating a "de-motivator" personality to the group representing Fastweb's audience present at the first Sprint Review.

The model would identify the improvement actions chosen based on the personality detected for this scenario: de-motivator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Percentage%</th>
<th>Judgment</th>
<th>Valence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16.67%</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
<td>Pleasant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>76.67%</td>
<td>Not accepted</td>
<td>Unpleasant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.67%</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this last phase, improving actions have to been performed. The solution chosen to develop User Story features is not clear, the user does not perceive a processing simplification. Thus, it is necessary to start rework of the User Story in subsequent Sprints: an immediate re-planning is required to initiate corrective actions in order to improve the Graphic User Interface and improve the User Experience making it simpler and more immediate.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have illustrated two different and well-known technologies: the agile development methodology and the affective design discipline. Has been demonstrated how the above-mentioned technologies may be combined in order to obtain an innovative software development model: the affective agile design.

To support the validity of the proposed model, the application to a real case study, has been illustrated. In particular, has been proved that the proposed model is able to leverage agile guidelines while recalling affective design practices, collecting and analyzing emotional feedback during the running process.

The following main steps has been illustrated and applied to the real software case: defining the points of the process where iteration with individuals is strong, intercepting their emotional expressions, analyzing their useful contributions and proceeding with systematic affective analysis leading to a process of change management, effective and immediate by intercepting in good time activities of rework to be planned within the project. The obtained results have demonstrated that the benefits provided by the use of the proposed innovative software development model overcome the main pain-points identified in the use case.
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